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Some young people these days have no morals. They do not have the standards of……behavior.

bad false good wrong

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The controlled use and systematic protection of natural resources, such as forests, soil, and water

systems is called………. .

conversation combination consideration conservation

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

One of the highlights of the trip was visiting Alisadr Cave in Hamedan. ‘Highlights’ means…… .

lamps best parts darkness worst parts

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Critics say that arrival of large numbers of tourists increases the potential for cultural conflict.

‘Increases’ means…….. .

falls raises remains decreases

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Only a small…….of students are interested in politics, but the majority are not.

huge increase expansion minority

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

As people travel to different parts of the world, they learn…….about other cultures. 

more less fewer nothing

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What exactly is the ………of TV on children?

influenced influential influence influentially

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Whether socio-cultural impacts of tourism are ......... positive or negative depend, in part, on 

objective  criteria, such as income earned.

consideration considers considered considering

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There are many archeological and historical sites in your city. ‘Sites’ means……. .

places times climates cinemas

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

She did not have the……..to walk such a long distance. 

strong strongly strengthen strength

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The place to which somebody or something is going or being sent is called…….. .

demonstration destination origin starting point

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Although such an assumption is inaccurate, it is the perception rather than the truth that the

visitor will take home with him. ‘Inaccurate’ means……… .

wrong true correct right

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The storm with a violent wind, especially a West Indian cyclone, is called……. .

flood thunder hurricane earthquake

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There are obvious implications to be drawn regarding the importance of successful

communications during times of natural disasters. ‘Obvious’ means……. .

clear vague unclear unusual

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Sewage can…….the clean water of hotels.

pollute pollutes polluted polluting

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Geographical diversity demands different models of tourism in different countries. ‘Diversity’

means……… .

likeness similarity likelihood variety

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

…………means : good health, happiness and prosperity of a person or group.

Being lost Welfare

Bad fortune Unfortunate luck

17-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A new approach to regional development is required if the vicious circle of impoverishment and

degradation is to be broken. ‘Required’ means…….. .

missed needed acquired ignored

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The society-oriented tourism programs may encounter various obstacles in their implementations.

‘Obstacles’ means…….. .

carriers senders barriers walkers

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The activity of making, buying, selling or supplying for money , commerce and trade is called……. .

business sadness kindness happiness

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Visitors to cities tend to be more affluent and therefore……..spenders.

no fewer lower higher

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The staple industries which often created the modern industrial city have gone into decline.

‘Created’ means…….. .

rejected produced stopped prevented

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Architects are attempting to create the memorable through the construction of new landmark/

signature/ trophy buildings, which often take the form of towers. ‘Construction’ means……… .

ruining changing destroying making

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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This city is often the…….for the events of history and famous buildings. 

locate located location locational

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Most earlier studies that evaluated the success of development projects were concerned primarily

with their economic benefits. ‘Success of development projects’ means…… . 
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25-

1. 2.

3. 4.

There can be both positive and negative socio-cultural impacts resulting from tourism. ‘Socio-

cultural impacts’ means……… . 
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26-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Hotel size and type determine the scope of the manager’s duties. ‘Determine’ means…….. . 

��C �� D�E.1 ��C �� -�F�1 ��C �� G��.1 ��C �� H���1

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Their boss’s encouragement was a stimulus for them to work hard. ‘Stimulus’ means…….. .
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28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Rural tourism represents an important an important additional or new source of income to rural

communities. ‘Rural communities’ means……. . 
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29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

This handicraft exhibition is held annually in our city. ‘Handicraft exhibition’ means……. .
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30-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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